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Data security is critical to the success of the Data 

Republic business model. Data Contributors must 

be able to rely on the security of the data they 

entrust into the Data Republic ecosystem.

 

To achieve this, Data Republic has developed a 

suite of fine grained controls that allow Data 

Contributors to share their data sets with other 

participants whilst maintaining a high level of 

control of the access and privacy controls 

associated with the data.

 

Terms used within this document, unless otherwise 

defined, have the same meaning as in the 

agreement under which users participate in the 

Data Republic ecosystem.

Data Republic has developed a formal 

Information Security Management Framework 

comprised of security policies, configuration 

standards, security guidelines and procedures 

that  govern the approach to information security 

within the organization.

 

The Information Security Management 

Framework has been developed according to the 

requirements of the following standards:

SECURITY MANAGEMENT 

FRAMEWORK

ISO 27001:2013 (Information Security 

Management Systems)

ISO 27002:2013 (Code of Practice for 

Information Security Management)

ISO 27018 .

As a result, Data Republic has various policies and 

processes in place, including Password Policies to 

proactively protect attacks against application 

accounts,  and Incident Response Procedures to 

ensure that fast and effective actions can be 

taken to dissolve threats.

 

Human Resources Security Policies are in place to 

ensure that Data Republic employees have a 

sound background, processes for onboarding and 

termination of access is enforced, and all 

employees maintain a baseline level of security 

knowledge through Security Awareness Training, 

Developer Security Training, and Data 

Classification and Access Control Guidelines.

INTRODUCTION DATA REPUBLIC ECOSYSTEM

The Data Republic environment has been designed 

as a platform in which Data Contributors can safely 

share internal data sets with  external 

organizations.

 

The diagram below, provides a high level logical 

view of the data republic ecosystem:

Data Sources: Data sources are the data sets 

owned by the data contributors that are shared 

within the Data Republic environment for the 

purposes of data analytics. Two main models are 

available that organizations can employ to make 

their data available for sharing, these include:

Managed Data Sources: Organizations 

employing this model upload the 

complete data sets into a fully managed 

cloud environment.

On Premise Data Sources: Organizations 

have the option of retaining full control 

of the data sets that are shared. Access 

to the Data Republic environment is 

provided using custom connectors that 

hook directly into the organizations data 

sources. Currently we are working to 

support connectors like Amazon S3 and 

JDBC.

Intended Use: Data contributors agree to the 

‘Intended Use’  for the data that they share. This  

defines the policies and access controls applied 

 when it is presented as a data source within a 

project. Restrictions on a data set can be applied 

on a per project basis with specific limits set on 

the data shared. Fine grained controls allow 

access to be restricted on basic data elements 

such as the tables, views  shared, as well as any 

restrictions that must be followed for the use of 

the data.
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Governed Spaces: The key concept of ‘Governed 

Spaces’ relates to the full set of resources 

allocated to a data science project. Functionality 

is available within a ‘Governed Space’ that allows 

data analysts and data contributors to interact 

and permits the data contributor to control how 

their data sets are presented.  Functionality 

includes:

Conversations: This is a secure  

messaging application that allows 

interaction between the analysts and 

contributors. A package catalog provides 

a list of packages that are currently 

made available by data contributors. The 

messaging application is used to 

formalise agreements between parties 

sharing data.

SECURITY ARCHITECTURE

Six primary trust zones have been defined within the Data Republic environment. These are depicted in the 

 following diagram:

Licensing: The licensing agreements 

surrounding the use of the data by 

analysts is documented separately for 

each project and includes any payments 

that are associated with the use of data 

sets. This includes the permitted use for 

the project. 

Available Packages: After completing a 

license agreement for a specific package 

it will be listed within the available 

packages section of the governed space. 

This section will list all of the packages 

that have been made available to the 

project.

People: This is where you can add users  

to provide access  to your project

The delivery zone represents all systems operating 

outside the Data Republic environment, and 

includes:

DELIVERY ZONE

External users operating via the web console 

access.

Data analysts from external organizations 

undertaking data science projects via a 

Discovery Workspace.

Data Contributors importing data sets into the 

Data Republic ecosystem.

API based access into the managed storage 

cluster.

INTEGRATION ZONE

The purpose of these systems within the 

‘Integration Zone’ is to terminate untrusted 

internet connections and sanitise all  access to 

application API’s.

 

External connections from untrusted networks 

are terminated via a series of reverse proxies and 

application API gateways. Controls within this 

zone limit the attack surface that is exposed 

externally.
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The ‘Analytics Zone’ hosts the Discovery Workspaces 

(DW) that are accessed by data scientists for the 

purpose of big data analytics. The data sets 

accessible to the DW are limited by the packages 

that have been assigned to the Governed Space 

that defines the project. Technical controls have 

been applied to prevent the ability for data analysts 

to directly extract data from within the DW. A 

controlled means of exporting data is available via 

data pipelines through an agreement with the data 

contributor. The nature of the controls applied 

depend on  the specifications within the  ‘Permitted 

Use’. The isolated nature of the DW prevents access 

between ‘Governed Spaces’,  which reduces the risk 

of unauthorized access and exfiltration of data.

 

Once agreement has been finalised with a data 

contributor for  access to a specific package. The 

portion of data that aligns with the agreed 

‘Permitted Use’ is exported to a seperate database 

within the Analytics Zone, which is access by the 

DW.

ANALYTICS ZONE

GOVERNANCE ZONE

The Data Republic platform has an integrated 

workflow management system that is designed to 

enforce business logic. This ensures that data and 

access only passes through authorized workflows 

to enforce integrity controls.

STORAGE ZONE

Systems within this zone host the data source’s and 

includes the big data storage cluster within the 

Managed Data Source environment, as well as 

external data sources that are managed directly by 

data contributors. Direct external access is not 

possible for systems within this zone. All interaction 

is via defined application logic through systems 

either within the Restricted Environment or the 

DMZ network.

MANAGEMENT ZONE

The Data Republic Security Architecture also 

includes a private Management Security Zone for 

operational security activities. In order to access 

services within the Management Security Zone, 

users are authenticated to a VPN with Two-Factor 

Authentication. 

All data stored within the Data Republic 

environment is protected at rest using best of 

breed encryption controls that employ an 

automated key management system. Key 

Management Procedures are in place  to ensure 

the ongoing strength of the encryption.

 

All data in transmission is protected using strong 

transport encryption controls. The strength of these 

controls is tested on an ongoing basis to ensure 

that only suitably strong forms of encryption are 

supported.

 

Service-Level Authorization maintains access 

control lists (ACL) for Data Republic services to 

restrict permission to data sets for only authorized 

users and groups. It is the initial authorization 

mechanism to ensure clients connecting to a 

particular storage service have the necessary, pre-

configured, permissions and are authorized to 

access the requested data.

 

Non-production environments do not use 

production data to ensure that access to customer 

data is protected at the highest level.

DATA SECURITY

STRONG AUTHENTICATION

Data Republic employs the most recent and 

internationally recognised Security Assertion 

Markup Language (SAML v2.0) and Single-Sign On 

(SSO) to provide authentication and authorization 

across their environment. This ensures that only 

users and devices with sufficient permissions gain 

access to the corresponding resources.

 

The use of a SSO service ensures a uniform level of 

authentication is maintained across the Data 

Republic systems and services. Data Republic also 

offer multi-factor authentication support options 

for a higher level of security.

Jump boxes are then used to separate direct 

access to the Non-Production and Production 

systems. Security concepts for Least Privileges and 

Segregation of Duties are in place. 

 

Limited high-privileged users have access to data 

within the environment to ensure maximum 

security is embedded within the Data Republic 

Data Security Controls.
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Data Republic maintain a central authentication 

and authorization repository that is used to enable 

authenticated access to the required services and 

data sets.

Systems within the Data Republic environment are 

segmented into security zones based upon the 

defined trust models. Communications between 

trust zones are restricted to the use of trusted and 

tested API interfaces that have been designed to 

effectively limit access following prescribed 

business logic.

NETWORK SEGREGATION

Access between trust zones is controlled at the 

network layer, application layer using application 

proxies, and API gateways. These controls reduce 

the attack surface presented to untrusted 

networks, accounts and data by restricting the 

range of values that will be presented to backend 

applications.

 

At the network layer, access is controlled using 

stateful firewalls using a ruleset that tightly restricts 

access to network services. Only a limited number 

of authorized services are accessible between trust 

zones.

LOGGING AND AUDITING

To ensure data analysts adherence  to permitted 

use policies extensive logging and auditing controls 

have been established throughout the 

environment. All actions undertaken on data 

sources are traceable and actively reviewed by the 

Data Republic team.

 

All actions undertaken within the interactive 

desktop sessions within the Discovery Workspace 

are recorded to ensure accountability for data use 

is maintained.

 

Log data is collected within a central log repository 

that has highly restricted  access and utilises file 

integrity monitoring to ensure the ongoing security 

of log data. Log data retention policies are enforced 

to ensure that sufficient log data is maintained to 

support investigations and analysis.

 

All systems are configured to use NTP services to 

ensure that log timestamps are accurate for 

traceability purposes.

Regular reviews of log data are performed by the 

Data Republic team. A set of automated scripts 

have been developed that allow log events to be 

easily correlated and instances of unauthorized 

access to be identified.

Technical controls have been applied to allow for 

both the detection and active response to threats 

across all network layers. This is achieved using a 

mixture of detective and preventive controls. 

 

Rulesets applied within the stateful firewalls detect 

threats operating at the network layer. A web 

application firewall implemented in the perimeter 

network allows for an active response to all attacks 

that are directed at the application layer. 

 

Rulesets within the web application firewall are 

configured to detect and block requests that are 

identified as resembling common attack patterns 

used against web applications.

THREAT DETECTION AND 

PREVENTION

INDEPENDENT SECURITY 

REVIEWS

Data Republic undertakes regular independent 

security assessments of their environment and 

application. These assessments involve network 

penetration tests directed at identifying 

vulnerabilities within the exposed network services. 

Web application penetration tests and secure code 

reviews are conducted on each component of the 

Data Republic application to proactively identify 

vulnerabilities in the web application. 

 

All security reviews are performed exclusively by 

specialist organizations and is performed annually 

as well as prior to a new major release.

SECURE DEVELOPMENT 

PRACTICES

Data Republic Platform developers and Data 

Republic operations team members are trained in 

leading practices around secure development and 

deployment based on the globally recognised 

OWASP Application Security Verification Standard 

(ASVS). Software is built and automatically verified 
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during each and every build, with automated 

deployment to hardened systems. Continuous 

hardening is applied to the build process, so each 

build of Data Republic is as at least as secure as any 

that have been formally verified.

Change control is performed following DevOps 

practices. Applications have been developed 

following a micro-services model in which the 

application functionality is decomposed into a set 

of individual services. This architecture allows 

upgrades to be applied against smaller more 

contained pieces of code. Thus effectively reducing 

the impact associated with upgrades compared to 

upgrading the entire solution, which dramatically 

reduces the risk of failed builds and security flaws.

 

All builds undergo rigorous automated unit and 

integration testing to ensure that there are no 

regressions of functionality, and that all 

functionality works. Only builds that pass all tests 

will be considered for promotion into production. 

 

Unit and integration testing contain automated 

security tests, such as testing of individual entity 

models against common forms of web application 

attack. This provides greater testing coverage for 

each release.

 

DevOps is built around communication with 

relevant Data Republic personnel involved in the 

development process. The communications 

processes for DevOps are set out in the Data 

Republic Change Management Policy, which 

describes the process by which Data Republic 

releases new updates and conducts any required 

security testing.

VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT

standardised configuration management solution. 

This allows for patches to be applied rapidly 

following a vendor vulnerability disclosure.

 

Data Republic has integrated automated security 

testing into their DevOps pipeline to help ensure 

that only secure code is published to the 

production environment.

 

Regular vulnerability scans are performed across 

the Data Republic core systems to ensure that 

visibility of security flaws are identified early and 

patched to maintain a strong security posture. 

The architecture of applications within Data 

Republic are based on Micro-Services with the 

underlying infrastructure being largely ephemeral 

in nature. Individual services within the application 

are executed within Docker containers as required 

to service a request and are deleted upon the 

completion of the request. As applications do not 

rely on a long-lived hosting environment, both the 

impact and the risk of a security breach are 

effectively reduced.

 

Services running within Docker containers are 

based on hardened golden images that are 

updated on a weekly basis and managed via a

BACKUPS AND DISASTER 

RECOVERY

Data Republic cover two availability zones in an 

active/active configuration, which ensures that Data 

Republic remain online if one availability zone 

suffers an outage for any reason. As all systems are 

built automatically, identical configurations are in 

place across all availability zones.

 

Backups of systems within the platform are 

performed on a regular basis and are encrypted.
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For more information about Data Republic visit 

www.datarepublic.com
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